Arguments for Relief-Tents modular fire-tent system in case of catastrophes
What do the victims of a catastrophe need first?
A roof over their heads for the family (group tent),
heating for when it's cold and and a permanent,
protected cooking-space.
All three requirements are united in the Relief-Tents tent-system.
And in the appropriate areas nature even provides the tent poles and pegs.

Relief-Home in
tropical climate

The tents of Relief-Tents (Relief-Home) are noted for their low weight and low volume.
They can be easily pitched – it only takes 10 minutes– and easily transported.
As in some areas the tent poles can be taken from nature only the tent canvas have to be transported, e.g. by
helicopter to the victims in inaccessible areas. The rest such as poles, pegs and heating material is provided by
nature. This means the people on the ground can be immediately protected from the elements, for example in
mountainous regions such as it was in Turkey or Nepal in winter after an earthquake. For areas where poles
cannot be taken from nature such as the steppes or deserts relief agencies can have poles made to fit the
purpose and take them with them.

Relief-Home in
polar-region

applied in
high mountain area
winter 2010

Relief-Tents system is modular. This means that lage tents (Relief-Hall) e.g. for meetings and central cooking
similar to a yurt can be put together from standard canvasses, thereby ensuring communities are kept together.
The people can remain in their home areas, in their villages and the locally available resources such as water,
fuel and food supplies can be used.
The people won't be uprooted and need not be collected together to be cared for and protected from the elements
in refugee camps.
The tent is a good substitute for a house in the interim period until homes are rebuilt. Farm work can continue
ensuring the continuance of a food supply and cattle can be still be cared for.

Relief-Home

Relief-Tents modular system dramatically reduces the efforts of the relief agencies per victim as transport costs
can be reduced by at least 50 percent.
The lightest canvas section only weighs 2.7 kg. A tent for a maximum of 8 people can be made from only four
sections (10.8 kg). This means that even in areas where the poles also have to be delivered a lot of weight is
saved when compared with the usual tent. This in turn means that first aid can be provided a lot more quickly and
that twice as many tents can be distributed using the same transport efforts. The number of victims suffering for
example from the cold is thus reduced by the same proportion.
Relief-Hall

As a result more victims can be better supplied, the efficiency of first relief and continuous relief is dramatically
improved when using the Relief-Tents modular system and costs are simultaneously lowered.

We want to help aswell. The catastrophy in
Turkey, in the region of Van, hits people in the
worst time of the year one can imagine. It becomes
winter and nearly nobody has got a tent with any
kind of heating. We want to bring as many people
as possible into tents, in which one can have a fire
to get warm. Therefore we offer our expedition
tents, field-tested since more than 20 years, at
greatly reduced prices. One Relief-Home costs
regular € 1.695,00. For aid supply into the area of
Van costs a Relief-Home only € 999,00. One
extension kit to Relief-Hall we offer instead of
€ 3.853,00 for only € 2.299,00.
The required accreditation for our type of tent
to be used as relief tent is already given by the
government of Van.
We offer two possibilities: Donate a tent restricted
to relatives and friends. All other small or large
donations will be completely used for tents aswell.
Whoever will get these tents will be decided by
turkish relief organisations who know who needs
them most.
The account for donations will be soon in internet.

Relief-Home Space for living for small
groups or families up to 8 persons in
case of temporarily help.
Ø = 4.64 m 15.21m2
Relief-Hall Permanent space for living
for large families (10 persons),
multifunctional, central cooking, meeting,
social life, medical center, etc.
whatever you imagine.
Ø = 6.86 m 35.28 m2
Best of all:

Kevser Alkan
Helmut Wunder

Relief-Tents
- open fire inside -

Your contact

Helmut Wunder

Relief-Tents
Carl-Schurz-Str. 43-45
D-63225 Langen Frankfurt/Main - Germany
tel +49/6103/3011835
fax +49/6103/976164
email@relief-tents.com
www.relief-tents.com
© Helmut Wunder

Fire and heat inside!

Companies in Cooperation
for disaster relief

contact Kevser Alkan +49 157 86751168

Our first donation
a fire-tent "Relief-Home“
came to a victim. The father and his children
are delighted by the heat of the fire.
The donators are
Helmut Wunder (right) Director and Designer,
Kevser Alkan (left) Director manufacturing
Permission to build up Relief-Home, Relief-Hall
given by the government of Van, November 2011

